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INTRODUCTION
The articles I’ve written for the Gliding Heritage Centre website to-date have been intended
to fulfil the educational remit that the GHC has through being a registered charity. Given that
the GHC is based at Lasham, which is one of the very largest gliding organisations in the
world, it seems appropriate that I should write something on the history of Lasham itself.
However, I’m not going to go into huge detail in covering every single one of the airfield’s
many facets, there are other sources which I will reference should the reader really wish to
“dig deep” into its evolution and past in particular areas.

("Lasham Airfield" by fr:Utilisateur:Steff - Personal picture ex Wikipedia, taken during a
London Stansted-Dinard flight, May 2006, looking SE. Lasham village is at “3 o’clock”, the
ATC maintenance facility at “5 o’clock”.)
Lasham airfield, pronounced as “Lash-am” throughout the gliding world, was built by
McAlpines in 1941/1942 using Irish labourers and Italian prisoners of war. The usual airfield
naming convention was used, namely that of the nearest significant habitation, in this case
Lasham village.
The history of Lasham village itself goes back a long way. It’s recorded in the Doomsday
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book of 1086 as being of “2 ½ hides”, at that time called “”Esseham”. Later it’s known as
”Lesseham”, then “Lasseham”, “Lassham”, and finally how some locals still pronounce it
today – “Lassam”. In 1775 the Jervoise family who owned the nearby Manor of Herriard
bought Lasham Manor. It was George Jervoise who constructed the famous mile long beech
avenue in 1809 as a commemoration of George III’s Jubilee in 1810. Little of this is left now
as much of it was felled controversially when the airfield was built. However, a painting of it
by Thomas Hennell in its pre-war state, “The Avenue”, is on exhibition at the Victoria and
Albert museum.

(Courtesy of Victoria and Albert Museum, London)
WAR TIME HISTORY
The compulsory requisition of the land for the airfield was authorised in September 1941.
The original intention was for it to be a satellite for the bomber Operational Training Unit then
being constructed at Aldermaston. Consequently it was built to the standard bomber airfield
plan of a 3 runway layout, a continuous perimeter track all the way round, and outside this
numerous dispersal pans – the airfield also had 4 T2 hangars.
Lasham didn’t see aircraft until March 1943, or at least not friendly aircraft! – on the 2nd
January it was bombed and strafed by a twin engine bomber thought to be a Dornier 217.
The plan for Lasham to become a bomber OTU was abandoned and on the 9th November
1942 it was taken over by 38 Wing Army Co-operation Command, 9th Nov was its official
opening date. However, there was a delay before the first aircraft to use the airfield arrived,
these were the Spitfires of 412 (RCAF) Squadron who flew in on the 7th March 1943. On the
1st April Lasham became 124 Airfield in 83 Group and its subsequent occupants are listed
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under the picture below of the airfield shortly before its completion.

(Lasham in October 1942, looking NE, not quite completed. Note the original peritrack , the
new extended one + the 2 runway extensions being constructed. The road crossing the
main East-West runway extension is the original main road from Basingstoke to Alton that
ran through Lasham village.)






412 Squadron (RCAF) with Spitfire Vb’s, 7th March to 8th April 1943
181 Squadron with Typhoon 1b’s, 5th April to 6th June 1943
602 (City of Glasgow) Squadron, Spitfire Vb’s, 14th April to 29th April 1943
183 Squadron, Typhoon 1b’s, 3rd May to 30th May 1943
182 Squadron, Typhoon 1b’s, 3rd May to 2nd June 1943

Much shorter stays during this time period are:



175 Squadron, Hurricane 11b’s, 11th March – 13th March 1943 and then 29th May to
2nd June 1943 with Typhoon 1b’s
239 Squadron, Mustang 1s, 11th March to 12th March 1943 – both 175 and 239
squadrons were taking part in the March “Spartan” training exercise

On the 1st June the airfield was temporarily transferred to number 10 Group, Fighter
Command. This didn’t last long as on the 28th August it became part of number 2 Group,
Tactical Air Force, and this is where Lasham’s well-known association with light bombers
and fighter bombers, especially Mosquitos, started. It was now designated 138 Airfield:






320 (Netherlands) Squadron, Mitchell IIs, 30th August to 18th February 1944
613 (City of Manchester) Squadron, Mustangs immediately converting to Mosquito
FB Vs, 12th October 1943 to 30th October 1944
305 (Polish) Squadron, Mitchell IIs immediately converting to Mosquito, FB Vs, 18th
November to 30th October 1944
107 Squadron, Bostons converting to Mosquito FB Vs, 1st February 1944 to 23rd
October 1944
(33 Squadron, Spitfire IXs spent one day based at Lasham, 15th December 1944)

All 3 Mosquito squadrons based at Lasham were fully operational as of the 15th March 1944
when 107 Squadron flew its first mission from the airfield attacking V1 flying bomb sites. The
Lasham Mosquito wing was heavily committed to the Overlord invasion in June of 1944,
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starting on D-Day they flew 2319 sorties in 72 days. The Mosquito squadrons at Lasham
were also responsible for a number of very successful pin-point raids. To name two. Firstly
on the 14th April 1944 Mosquitos of 613 squadron led by Wing Commander Robert Bateson
destroyed the Central Records Registry of the Gestapo in the Hague at the request of the
Dutch resistance. Secondly on July 30th 5 Mosquitos of the wing led by Air Vice Marshal
Basil Embry destroyed a French chateau that was being used as a rest centre for U-boat
crews.
At the end of October 1944 the 3 squadrons of the Lasham Mosquito wing moved to
Hartfordbridge (now known as Blackbushe). The airfield took on a new purpose when on the
24th October number 83 Group Support Unit (GSU) arrived from Dunsfold. They were
followed on the 27th November by number 84 GSU, the GSUs having the responsibility of
providing aircraft and crew replacements for operational squadrons. At this point the airfield
was moved to being part of number 11 Group, Fighter Command, and became a satellite of
Hartfordbridge on January 15th 1945. The GSUs were renamed GDCs (Group Disbandment
Centre) which rather than delivering replacement aircraft had the task of disposing of them –
this was principally Spitfires and Typhoons. 49 Maintenance Unit (MU) also moved in during
February 1945. Other squadrons reported as being based at Lasham in 1945 were:




451 Squadron (RAAF), Spitfire XV1s, 12th June to 15th September
453 Squadron, Spitfire XV1s, 14th June to 14th September
198 Squadron, Typhoon 1b’s, 18th September to 30th October – 198 squadron
disbanded in Sept 1945 and its aircraft flown to Lasham where they were kept intact
until the end of October when they were disposed of by the GDC.

March 1945 and GAL (General Aircraft Ltd) took over 2 of the 4 T2 hangars for Mosquito
overhauls and conversions, plus flight trials of their tail-less gliders.

(The GAL 56-01)
Tragedy occurred on the 12th February 1948 when the famous pre-war glider pilot Robert
Kronfeld was killed whilst testing the GAL 56-01. After a tow taking off from Lasham to
10,000 feet behind a Halifax control was lost whilst conducting stalling tests. Whilst the
observer managed to bail out sadly Robert Kronfeld didn’t, and the aircraft crashed at the
nearby village of Lower Froyle.
49 MU completed their move from Lasham on the 7th June and the airfield was closed on the
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26th October 1948 becoming an inactive Fighter Command base parented by RAF Odiham.

THE START OF CIVILIAN GLIDING AT LASHAM
The first club to take up residence was the Army Gliding Club, formed on the 7th November
1948, which moved from Odiham in June 1950, although club notes suggest they weren’t
fully based there until August. Odiham had become very difficult to operate from because of
increasing RAF activity. They’d tried using Welford airfield near Newbury but it proved too far
to travel for the majority of their members. They’d also used the Inkpen ridge launching from
near Combe, but only the most experienced pilots could safely fly there. At this time Tony
Deane Drummond was the CFI with Bob Swinn as an extremely energetic and
adventuresome resident instructor and maintenance engineer. Wally Kahn in his splendid
book “A Glider Pilot Bold”, a great read, recounts that the Army GC had used Lasham to run
a few courses previously, quite possibly starting back in 1949. On the move to Lasham they
used the western T2 hangar for storing their gliders, still “sort of” there, but now rebuilt and
consumed into what today is the ATC jet aircraft maintenance centre. There’s an amusing
story to be told about this hangar. In the winter of 1948/49 it was used by Chipperfields
Circus to over-winter their animals. During that winter, and it was a very harsh winter indeed,
one of the elephants died and was buried nearby once a very large hole had been
excavated. Wally muses that this would likely cause much amazement and head scratching
to future archaeologists should they discover the remains and not know the story! In the
autumn of 1950 the Army GC fleet at Lasham consisted of a T21, a SG38 Primary, an
Olympia, and a Grunau Baby.
The Surrey Gliding Club reformed after the war in the summer of 1946 and after initially
operating from Kenley moved to Redhill aerodrome in the spring of 1947. The Imperial
College Gliding Club (ICGC) had already started flying there in February and in that month
became affiliated to the Surrey GC. Incidentally should you be interested in the history of the
ICGC you’ll find a really great article covering this accessed via:
http://www.icgcarchive.co.uk/index.php?decade=1940&action=overview
Redhill is of course a flat site and quite soon under the leadership of the CFI Lorne Welch
the Surrey club established a strong reputation for flying cross countries. The airfield,
however, was getting busier and more congested which caused the gliding activities to
become progressively more difficult. Things weren’t helped by a.) The resident air traffic
controller hating gliding b.) Sometime in 1950 the legendary Czech pilot and aerobatic ace
Ladislav Marmol beating up the control tower in a Lunak in truly spectacular fashion, which
left the hated controller jumping around in fury! c.) A week later a Tiger Moth hitting a winch
cable which caused it to crash, though without serious injury to its occupants. By the start of
1951 it was clear that the Surrey GC and ICGC were going to have to move, albeit the
likelihood of this happening had been recognised 2 years previously. A number of possible
sites were investigated including Blackbushe, Chipping Ongar, Detling, and even Gatwick(!),
the latter looked very likely until the Ministry of Aviation stepped in and said “No!”. In the end
Lasham was chosen as gliding was already underway with the Army GC plus it seemed a
reasonable fit given the geographical spread of where the Surrey members lived. So on the
19th August 1951 the move from Redhill began and flying commenced on the 23rd August,
the west T2 hangar being used for storing the gliders and equipment with the secondary
control tower on the north side of the airfield used as a clubhouse, though it needed a great
deal of refurbishment. As an aside the author remembers this building as having an old Link
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Trainer in a room on the ground floor though it no longer worked, this would have been late
1965/early 1966.
SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF GLIDING AT LASHAM


June 1950, the Army GC move in from Odiham. With assistance from Lord Nuffield
they acquired a T21 (“Rudolph”). Up to that point training had been via the “solo”
ground slides and hops method using a SG 38 Primary.



August 1951 the Surrey GC and ICGC move in from Redhill. The airfield at the time
was owned by the Air Ministry who were only prepared to agree to a month’s security
of tenure.



1953 aerotow launches start at Lasham using a Tiger Moth hired by the Army GC.



January 1954 Derek Piggott leaves the RAF, where he had been chief instructor at
the Detling gliding school, and joins Lasham as CFI. Accompanying him from Detling
was Warren Storey as ground engineer. The fleet consisted of a T21 (“Daisy” – this
was owned by ICGC and first flew at Redhill in early 1949), a T31 (“Pansy”), the
famous Weihe, 4 Olympias, and a Tutor. Note the T31 and Tutor were sold in the
spring and a further T21 (“Fanny”) purchased so as to standardise on the glider type
used for training.



1st February 1954 the Army GC merges their operation with that of the Surrey GC
and the ICGC, though all clubs retained their individual identity. This gave a single
unified operation that removed the duplication of equipment and effort that had been
the case previously. Launching was now by both winch and auto-tow + aero tows
behind a Tiger Moth that had been donated to the Surrey GC by its secretary. The
combined fleet in the spring of 1954 was 3 T21s, early solos in the Grunau and
Prefect, progressing to flying the 4 Olympias, and finally the Weihe as the highest
performance glider. Note in 1954 there were 15,457 launches recorded at Lasham,
532 aero tows by the Tiger Moth, the rest auto-tow and winch launches in the ratio of
3:1.



1954 Dan Air Engineering set up a maintenance facility at Lasham using the west T2
hangar, though the facilities didn’t start to be used until 1955.



Lasham hosts the 1955 National gliding championships from 24th July to 1st August
inclusive, they were opened by Sir John Hunt of Everest fame. This was the first time
the championships had been held at a flat site since Bramcote in 1947. Launching for
the 33 competitors was solely by aerotow. Philip Wills flying a Sky won the
competition, Tony Deane Drummond came second flying the then new Slingsby
Skylark 3.
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Late 1955 and a second Tiger Moth is purchased. Also a Ford automatic truck which
with an enclosed cab was a huge improvement for auto launches.

(The new Ford truck at the launch point in early 1956. Sailplane & Gliding Feb 1956 – note
the “Sailplane & Glider” and “Gliding” magazines had amalgamated, the first edition of what
we all now know as “S&G” was that of Dec 1955)


Spring of 1956 the Surrey GC fleet was 4 Olympias, 3 Skylark 2s, Weihe, 3 T21s,
and the T42 Eagle (prototype). At this point Club Notes mention that restriction of
membership to prevent frustration was being considered as security of tenure from
the Air Ministry is still only one month.



1957 Nationals again held at Lasham, 28th July to 4th August.

(Duke of Edinburgh at the opening of the 1957 Nationals shaking hands with Bernard
Thomas of the Derby and Lancs club. To the right of the Duke is Hugo Trotter stalwart of
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Lasham and a chairman of the Surrey GC)
Note no UK Nationals in 1956 due to the Worlds being held at St Yan, France. Contest was
split into League 1 (26 gliders) and League 2 (44). Tony Deane Drummond won League 1
from Nick Goodhart with Nick’s brother, Tony, 3rd. Tony Goodhart flying the then new
Olympia 403 would have been second but for the rather strange rule whereby a pilot’s worst
day’s score was not included in the final marks.



The Surrey GC prototype Eagle was written off on the 14th June 1958 following a
collision in cloud with a Slingsby Sky. Geoffrey Barrell and Julian Merfield in the
Eagle escaped safely by parachute. John Messervy, a staff instructor at Lasham,
managed to land back on the airfield in the Sky despite the port wing being
extensively damaged. This was the first UK cloud flying accident between gliders.



Nationals again at Lasham in 1959, 10th May to the 18th. Again split into League 1 (34
gliders) and League 2 (41). The winner of League 1, Geoffrey Stephenson, second
Nick Goodhart, both flying Skylark 3s. The event is famous for the astonishing
declared goal flight on the first day, 10th May, by Nick Goodhart of 359 miles to the
Scottish Gliding Union site at Portmoak on the shores of Loch Leven, Perthshire.



The Lasham Gliding Society (LGS) started officially operating on the 20th June 1959
although Wally Kahn states in his book that it had been incorporated earlier on the
24th December 1958. The reason was the need for a central organisation to look after
the training and launching activities which would serve the growing number of
satellite clubs. In truth there had become too many clubs with their own independent
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and sometimes conflicting interests, and control by the largest, the Surrey GC, was
starting to cause frictions. Below the announcement that appeared in the August
1959 edition of Sailplane and Gliding.



In 1959 the six clubs flying from Lasham (Army, Imperial College, Crown Agents,
Lasham Society, Polish Air Force, Surrey GC) achieved 24,077 launches with 778
flying members listed. That’s about the same level of launches as a reasonable year
in this modern era delivers, though today’s flying membership at xxx is quite a bit
lower. After Lasham the next highest number of launches in 1959 was at the London
GC with 14,504, so you can see Lasham had become far and away the biggest club
in the country and had rightful claim to being the “National Gliding Centre”. Note this
is all dwarfed by the 102,434 launches flown by the Air Training Corp, though this of
course was the sum from a considerable number of separate Gliding Schools.



November 1960, Wally Kahn launched his Lasham Appeal Fund as an opportunity to
purchase the airfield outright suddenly arose. This raised £17,000 in a short time but
the deadline to raise the full purchase price demanded by the Air Ministry was far too
short, and the purchase infuriatingly fell through. However, subsequently these funds
were to be put to very good use.



No UK Nationals in 1960 due to the Worlds held at Butzweiler in Germany. Nationals
returned to Lasham in 1961, 13th -22nd May inclusive, and were blessed with very
good weather – 9 contest days out of 10, the 7th day was declared a rest day. A very
big change in the scoring rules introduced. In previous Nationals the winner of a day
was awarded 100 points. It changes to 1000 points for the winner with the proviso
that 60% of the field at least had to score points. Below 20% and it was a “No contest
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day”. Between 20% and 60% the 1000 points were devalued pro rata. Again League
1 (50 gliders) and League 2 (40). The winner of League 1 John Williamson flying an
Olympia 419, second George Burton in a Skylark 3b. Winners of League 2 David
Kerridge and the much missed Alan Purnell flying a Surrey GC Skylark 3f as a joint
entry.

(Friday 19th May. The Duke of Edinburgh during his visit talking to John Williamson, the
eventual League 1 winner, and his wife.)


15th July 1961 and ownership of the airfield switched from the Air Ministry to the
Ministry of Aviation, this after the RAF stated they no longer had any interest in
retaining Lasham as a base.



March 1962 and Wally Kahn launched his appeal to the British gliding movement to
raise an additional £23,000, to make £40,000 in total, so that a large clubhouse
facility could be built plus refurbishment of the T2 hangar that had by then
degenerated into a dangerous condition. Note the appeal was headed “An appeal for
the National and Commonwealth Gliding Centre”. Repairs to the T2 had actually
already started in the winter of 1961/62, and whilst underway all of the gliders had to
be housed in the North T2 hangar which was to become known in the sixties as the
“Staravia” hangar. This necessitated all of the gliders being moved back and forth
across the public Avenue road which was very far from ideal but unavoidable.
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The 1962 Nationals were held at Aston Down but returned to Lasham in 1963, 25th
May to 3rd June inclusive. The Duke of Edinburgh opened the competitions on the
25th and also took a flight in the T49 “Capstan” with John Everitt then the National
Coach.

Tasks flown on only 5 of the possible 10 days. 40 entrants in League 1 won by Peter Scott
from John Williamson, both flying Olympia 419s – the third year on the trot that an Oly 419
had won League 1. 39 gliders in League 2 won by Mike Garrod (Olympia 463) from David
Innes (Skylark 2). Note the original intention had been to open the new Lasham clubhouse
on the 25th May but the awful weather in the first months of the year meant that work had not
even begun by the opening day of the 1963 Nationals.


At the beginning of 1963 a “Collectors Plate” was agreed between the London GC at
Dunstable and the Lasham based clubs. If the “Plate” resided at Lasham then it was
for a Dunstable pilot to fly there and retrieve both the “Plate” and the honour of the
London GC! – and vice versa off course. 52 years later and the “institution” of the
“Plate” between Dunstable and Lasham still continues.
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Summer of 1963 and LGS started replacing its T21s with T49 Capstans. How did the
T49 come to be called the “Capstan”? Wally Kahn played a big part in this, and you
can read a short article telling the story in the October 1962 edition of S&G. The first
Lasham Capstan was bought with the assistance of the brewers Watney Mann Ltd
and was named “Red Barrel”, comp. no. “288”. This was the first production T49
produced by Slingsbys, and a further 2, named “Moomin” comp no “79” (jointly
owned by LGS and Leighton Park School), and “Flook” “287” arrived by late Autumn
1963.



The spring of 1964 and the new LGS clubhouse was completed in time for the start
of the 1964 Nationals at Lasham. A few points of interest on this. The original
clubhouse design was for a 2 storey building proposed by Kenneth MacAlpine of the
famous building and construction company. However, the projected cost was way
beyond the means of the LGS at that time, and a single storey building designed by a
Lasham member, Frank Kinder, who was an architect, was chosen instead. The
structural framework for the building was suppIied by Conder Engineering which was
owned and run by another Lasham member, Bobby Cole. I recall I’ve seen a plan of
that original 2 storey design in a copy of Lasham’s internal magazine at the time
“Rising Air”. If I can dig it up I’ll include it in the “Some further interesting pictures”
Appendix at the end of this document. Money was very tight and the great majority of
the clubhouse fixtures and fittings came as free, stripped out by LGS members, from
the BEA West London Terminal building which was just about to be replaced by a
new building in Cromwell Road, West London.

(Not too much difference to this very day! The old secondary control tower which had
previously served as the clubhouse can be seen in the background.)


The 1964 League 1 and 2 Nationals at Lasham ran from 16th May to 24th inclusive.
The weather was pretty awful with just four contest days for League 1 and three for
League 2, 40 gliders in each class. New names appeared as winners rather than
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previously what had been “household gliding names”. John Fielden won League 1
flying a Skylark 3 from R. Dunn in a Skylark 4. The League 2 winner was Arthur
Doughty in a Skylark 3 from David Scallon in a Skylark 4. What was especially
interesting was the very poor performances by the 3 new Slingsby Type 51 Darts that
had been entered despite their being flown by top class pilots – the original 15 metre
Dart was NOT a good machine for weak conditions!


The winter of 1964 and Derek Piggott resigned from his fulltime post of being CFI to
concentrate on his illustrious association with “flying” movies as a stunt pilot and
technical advisor which started with “Those Magnificent Men in their Flying
Machines” released in June 1965. Derek Goddard took over both as LGS general
manager and CFI.



For a short time until early 1967 LGS operated a Blanik 2 seater (partially owned)
together with the three Capstans. The venerable T21 “Daisy” from the Redhill days
had been taken over by the Air Scouts. The two Swallows were the all yellow “237”
and the all blue “238”.

(Ex Sailplane & Gliding December 1964)


Summer of 1965 and the LGS stopped using winches and switched to just using
auto-tow launches and aerotows. This situation lasted until 1988. At this time the
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winches were giving constant problems, hence the decision to abandon them, whilst
by using two tow trucks auto-tows could reliably deliver a little over 30 launches an
hour if manned by two experienced people in each truck.


No British Nationals in 1965 because of the Worlds being held at South Cerney. The
Nationals returned to Lasham in 1966 with the usual format, League 1 and 2 both
with 40 entrants. Dates were May 21st to 30th inclusive, but like 1964 the weather was
poor again with only five contest days flown out of a possible ten. League 1 was won
by a woman for the first time! – Anne Burns flying a SHK, second George Burton in a
Dart 17r. League 2 saw Peter Hanneman in a K6 as the winner, second C. Donald in
a Dart 17r.



At the AGM held in December 1966 the “Surrey GC” agreed to change its name to
the “Surrey and Hampshire GC”, subsequently always known as “Surrey and Hants”,
to be a better representative name for its geographical location. This had been
originally discussed as far back as late 1963. A Dart 17r was on order from Slingsbys
and this was delivered in the early summer of 1967.

(Advert in Sailplane & Gliding June – July 1967. For the interest of old S&H members the
competition numbers were as follows: Dart 470; Skylark 4s 103, 327, 328; Skylark 3s 147,
160; Skylark 2s 35, 123, 148)


The 1967 Nationals at Lasham, 20th to the 29th May were the last to use the League 1
and 2 format. Some changes were introduced: a.) Team entries were no longer
permitted in League 1. b.) Handicapping of the gliders was introduced for League 2.
c.) Cameras were used for the first time to verify turning points. The contest weather
was utterly dire, so bad that duckboards had to be used outside the briefing tent, and
most of the flying that took place was in very showery and windy conditions which
necessitated a great deal of cloud flying in cu-nims. The 41 entrants in League 1 and
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the 40 in League 2 managed just 4 contest days each. The winner of League with
3734 points was Nick Goodhart flying a Dart 17. Second with 3287 points was
George Burton flying a SHK. League 2 saw the emergence of what was to become a
famous gliding name, Ralph Jones, who won with 2778 points flying a SHK, second
with 2473 points was P. Lane in a Dart 17r.

(A wet and typical scene at the 1967 Nationals held at Lasham)


Besides the Nationals competition Lasham also held its first Regionals in 1967, 22nd
to 30th July.
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(Lasham 1967 Regionals results, ex Sailplane & Gliding Dec/Jan 1967/68)


1967 saw the start of the “National Ladder” competition which continues to be very
popular and enthusiastically supported to this very day. Alan Purnell of Lasham won
the Enigma Trophy for privately owned gliders, and John Barrows, also of Lasham,
the L. Du Garde Peach trophy for flights in club gliders (Surrey and Hants).



No Nationals at Lasham in 1968. Note 1968 was where the Nationals structure
completely changed. Previously it had been the top 40 entering pilots as ranked in
the annual Ratings List flying in League 1, and then the next eligible 40 in League 2.
The same glider types were flown in both Leagues. Come 1968 and the Nationals
switched to being glider based – the Open Class and the Sport Class. Lasham had
originally been selected for the Sport Class competition but this was changed to
support the London GC at Dunstable which at that time was experiencing some
financial difficulties.



Lasham did though hold a Dart “single type” Regionals competition. The idea of flying
a single type was seen as one way of making competition flying fairer, no need for
handicapping as everyone was flying the same glider. The idea never caught on, too
many manufacturers vying with each other to produce top class competition gliders,
and I think I’m right in saying this was the only rated competition ever flown using the
“single type” concept in the UK.

(Comp won by the former LGS chairman, David Carrow)
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Following the Dart competition Lasham also held a “normal” Regionals 27th July – 4th
August. The weather was bad even by the recent Lasham competition standards,
and three contest days only achieved by the expedient of doing an “upsticks” on the
Friday such that all competitors trailed to Compton Abbas and launched from there.

(Note still no “glass” ships, every single one of them “wood”)


The winter of 1968/69 saw a departure from what had always been standard practice
for the LGS and the Surrey and Hants GC, namely being loyal to Slingsby Sailplanes
as the source of their gliders. Late 1968 and the LGS began the process of replacing
the T49s with the German Schleicher manufactured K13s, the first two having
competition numbers 31 and 486. To this day the K13 is still the basic LGS trainer,
currently there are eight of them, so over the years they really have performed
sterling service for the Lasham Gliding Society! At the height of the “Slingsby only”
era Surrey and Hants had ten of their gliders – 2 Darts, 3 Skylark 4s, 2 Skylark 3s,
and 3 Skylark 2s. However, early 1969 and S&H started purchasing Schleicher K8b’s
to replace the Skylark 2s. The first two had competition numbers 153 and 183, the
former is still flying from Lasham today though now as a privately owned glider. It’s
fascinating that certain gliders can come to have a “hoodoo” attached to them, and
that was certainly the case with 183 which over the years suffered all the bad luck
going. Firstly on the 23rd May 1970 it was involved in the mid-air collision with the Air
Scouts T21 “Daisy” which sadly ended in the death of the T21 instructor. Secondly it
was almost written off in a field landing near Wantage during Easter 1971. The
author was actually on that retrieve driving the S&H owned Land Rover DOT 330.
Mike Matthews of S&H and myself had been advised by the pilot over the phone that
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it was “slightly damaged”. The field had high trees at one end that it turned out the K8
had crashed through and it wasn’t until we drove through the field gate that we saw
what was an absolute wreck, quite amazing that the pilot had not suffered any
serious injury, a tribute to the metal tubular construction of the K8 fuselage – both
Mike and I simultaneously uttered one very rude expletive on first seeing it! We
actually had to call up Lasham and request help plus another trailer as the glider was
so mangled it would not fit in a single trailer, Bill Dean as I recall came along. A little
later Ken Fripp of Southdown Aero Services said to me “Glyn, what a pity that you or
Bill didn’t stamp hard once or twice on one of the wings!” - the glider was within £10
of being declared a complete write-off. Finally I seem to recall a third incident where
poor old 183 was parked up minding its own business when it got hit by Anne Burns
landing her SHK comparatively early in the season, though I’ll need to research the
date/year.

(Sailplane & Gliding Oct/Nov 1968. Note only one Swallow “237”, the blue Swallow “238”
had been written off in a fatal accident on the 22nd August 1966 when its pilot had a heart
attack at the top of an auto-tow launch)


The spring of 1969 and Derek Piggott returned as Lasham CFI to replace Bill Scull
who became the BGA National Coach in February. Derek continued as CFI until he
finally retired in December 1988.The return of “DP” was pretty rapidly reflected in the
LGS / S&H adverts featuring in Sailplane & Gliding!
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The first “Open Class” Nationals were held at Husbands Bosworth in 1968. For the
first time there were a few glass fibre gliders entered, and in the 1968 World
Championships held at Leszno in Poland “glass” had completely dominated the Open
Class. The end of the “wooden” era for competition gliders was clearly at hand as the
“glass” revolution grew inexorably in strength. It was also becoming clear that “metal”
was not going to mount any serious challenge to “glass”. So with this backdrop
Lasham held the Open Class championships between 17th and 26th May. 44 entrants
with a scattering of “glass” – three 18m Diamants, two 17m Phoebuses, one Cirrus,
and for the exotica an ASW 12 flown by John Cardiff and a BS1 flown by Peter Scott.
It was to turn out that these Nationals would be the “swan song” for “wood” in the
Open Class, as all of the first three places were taken by the Schemp Hirth SHK,
which most will agree is the finest production wooden glider ever built. One has to
wonder about the wisdom, or lack of it, of the organisers in continuing to hold the
championships in late May, given the weather’s track record in the preceding few
years. Well, “horses for courses”, and they weren’t to be disappointed, as it turned
out to be “Splasham” yet again! Just four contest days, two good and two extremely
difficult. It was to be the final day, Monday 26th May that supplied the real drama and
a great deal of angry argument afterwards! The task was a 150 km triangle, the wellknown “milk run” at Lasham, L – Didcot – Pewsey – L. However, this was to be no
milk run as the conditions apart from right at the end of the day were extremely
showery and necessitated a great deal of cloud flying in cu nims to stay airborne. I
should say that at this time “relights” could still be made by pilots landing out if they
could get back to Lasham and launch again before the announced cut off time for the
last launch. This was to have a profound effect on the final results, and subsequently
stir up huge controversy! On this final day it looked like that provided nothing
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extraordinary occurred the overall contest winner was going to be one of George
Burton, Nick Goodhart, or Con Greaves all flying SHKs. Only two pilots got round
from their first launches, Con Greaves in 3 hrs 26 mins and Nick Goodhart in 4hrs 20,
quite marvellous flights given the conditions. George Burton though, after rounding
the Didcot turning point well ahead of the field, had had to land at Hampstead Norris
on the second leg, this was at 13:20, followed a little while later into the same field by
Peter Scott. This was to provide an absolute blessing as when Burton’s crew arrived
and de-rigged the glider to get him back for a relight the trailer got stuck in what was
a very boggy field. That should have been it for George Burton but Peter Scott’s crew
then also arrived just in time, and between all of them they managed to get the SHK
trailer out of the field and on its way back to Lasham. Providence indeed! The cut-off
time for last launch was 16:30 and Burton’s crew had him back at 15:50 to relight at
16:05. Some effort, though one has to shut one’s eyes at the trailer driving that must
have been involved! The author was there at Lasham on that day and witnessed
everything that happened. When Burton relit the weather was starting to calm down
considerably as a small ridge started to take effect. I well remember watching him
streaking off north in what was starting to look like a reasonable sky. The end result
was that George Burton absolutely hammered round the task in 2hrs 40 mins and
thereby won the championships, which would have seen Nick Goodhart as the victor
but for the Burton late relight.

I also well recall the aftermath in the Lasham bar! Goodhart’s crew, who I think were Brian
and Judy Slade, were absolutely incandescent with rage! “It shouldn’t be allowed” was one
of the milder things said. However, “the rules are the rules” and most were pleased to see
the young George Burton as winner rather than the very much old school and establishment
figure of Nick Goodhart, notwithstanding what a fantastic pilot he was. Also the author still
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being an Imperial College GC member had a big grin on his face as George Burton was an
ICGC member as well. This episode came to be discussed in “high places” and
subsequently relights in UK competitions were banned, if you landed out that’s where you
got scored to, no second chance. Sensible one has to say! “Grand Prix” racing with a trailer
to get back for a second go at the task was inevitably going to end up with a bad accident at
some point, irrespective of the “fairness” of the relight rules.


After the Nationals Lasham ran a Regional competition. This enjoyed somewhat
better weather than the Nationals (not difficult!), but only the final results appeared in
Sailplane & Gliding, surprisingly no report.

(Lasham 1969 Regionals. Won by Ralph Jones flying an Open Cirrus, second Tony Watson
in a K6e who had been leading on the penultimate contest day)


1970 and the LGS and Surrey and Hants continued modernising their fleets. The
LGS sold one of their two T49 Capstans and replaced it with a Scheibe Falke motor
glider. S&H now had four K8b’s (192 and 203 were the two new ones), and in the
April/May edition of Sailplane & Gliding were advertising a Skylark 3 (160), a Skylark
4 (103), and a Dart 17r (329) for sale. The Jun/Jul edition of S&G advised the Dart
and Skylark 4 as sold with a Bolkow Phoebus 17 (comp no 266 – the first S&H
“glass” glider) having been purchased, additionally a K6e (313) joined the fleet.
Because of an unexpectedly large influx of new members attributed to the much
faster basic training being achieved through the use of the motor Falke it was
decided to keep the Skylark 3 for the time being. Early 1971 and S&H purchased a
second Phoebus C, 265. Interestingly 266 always seemed to fly a lot better than 265
for reasons never, as far as I’m aware, discovered and was the preferred choice of all
of the senior Surrey and Hants pilots.
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(The LGS and Surrey & Hants fleets early spring 1971. Note that the LGS have now
purchased a Schleicher K7 2 seater)


1971 saw the first declared and completed closed circuit 500 km flights from Lasham.
Six during that year and Anne Burns, Alan Purnell, and Chris Lovell were the first
three with respectively: AB: 28th April, Open Cirrus, haven’t been able to establish
the task and hence exact distance; AP: 28th April, Open Cirrus, 508 km, Culmhead,
Bramcote, triangle; CL: 17th July, Phoebus C (S&H), 506 km, Bath Racecourse, Lake
Vyrnwy Dam triangle.



No Nationals comps held at Lasham in 1970 and 1971, they’d migrated to other UK
gliding sites such as Dunstable and Husbands Bosworth. It would appear also that no
Regionals was run in 1970 despite such an event being advertised in the spring in
Sailplane & Gliding. If it did happen then so far I haven’t found the results let alone
any further reference to it. However, a Lasham Regionals was run between 26th June
and 4th July 1971. In keeping with the recent past Lasham comps the weather was
not at all friendly once again. Just 5 contest days with relatively small tasks and not
that many finishers, the longest task was a 201 km out-and-return to Banbury and the
longest completed task a 165 km out-and-return. The winner was the Lasham CFI,
Derek Piggott, flying a Phoebus C, second Richard Aldous in a Standard Cirrus. You
might be puzzled by the scores in the results table below. No, it wasn’t because the
weather was so abysmal that the best achieved score was 40 out a maximum of a
1000! An experiment was being carried out using the so called “Placing System” of
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scoring.



Below the costs of flying at Lasham in 1972, an interesting comparison with today!



Spring of 1972 and the last LGS Capstan had been sold, also the S&H Skylark 3
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160. In the S&H Club News of the Aug/Sept Sailplane & Gliding it’s stated that a
Kestrel 19 had been ordered from Slingsbys with delivery expected in March 1973,
this to replace one of the Phoebuses. Note this Kestrel was to be 355.


No Nationals for Lasham again but a Regionals was held July 22nd – 30th 1972.

There’s a strong tendency in an article such as this to just want to write the “nice things”. All
flying though, including gliding, is potentially a hazardous pursuit. Flying outside of one’s
envelope of competence, quite often associated with inclement/deteriorating weather, can
and does lead to accidents. That said I’m happy to advise that over the 65 years that
Lasham has been a gliding site there’s only been a very, very small number of fatalities
associated with the airfield. However, one black day in 1971 was to eventually result in a
great deal of very negative publicity for Lasham. 28th July 1971 and the LGS Piper Cub GAYPN took off with the intention of viewing from the air the international power boat race
being run around the Isle of Wight. The weather was bad and getting worse as a front came
in, permission for the flight had in fact been refused by the then tug master, Ted Lysakowski.
However, the Lasham pilot, who was known to be overconfident, disobeyed this and took off
with a friend as passenger. That friend was Stuart “Gus” Bentine the son of the famous
Goon and comic actor, Michael Bentine. It was only two days later when it was finally
realised the Cub had not returned nor seemingly landed at another airfield. It had in fact
crashed unnoticed in Ditcham Woods near the town of Petersfield 17 miles to the south.
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Both pilot and passenger must have been killed instantly but they and the aircraft wreckage
weren’t finally discovered until the 31st October when the leaves were falling from the trees.
A tragic and senseless waste of life which inevitably produced much bad publicity in the
media for Lasham, given the “Missing aircraft” circumstances plus the celebrity status of Gus
Bentine’s father.
OK, that takes us to the end of 1972, so the first 30 years of Lasham as an airfield. I
may decide to write a sequel covering the next 30 years if I believe there’s genuine
interest and demand, but that said I think it’s the early and formative years of Lasham
which are of the most interest.
Today in April 2015 if an ex member returned not having been back since the end of
1972 I’m confident they’d immediately feel very much at home as there really hasn’t
been that much change in the airfield infrastructure over the years. Yes, the RAE
operation has gone from the south side along with the original control tower, and a
few new buildings such as the Linear and GHC hangars have appeared. However,
despite several refurbishments the clubhouse is much as it was back in 1972, the Dan
Air (now ATC) maintenance operation continues, the Air Scouts hut is still there (now
the Lasham VGC clubhouse), and even the main LGS hangar is in exactly the same
place (albeit the original T2 has been pulled down and replaced by a new structure on
the same base which was formally opened on the 8th April 2015). I will though
conclude with the story of the airfield purchase which finally succeeded in 1999 after
so many years of effort, plus writing up the various major tenants that Lasham
airfield has hosted, a few of which are still here to this very day.
THE SAGA OF LGS PURCHASING LASHAM AIRFIELD
After researching the story I think perhaps “Epic” might be more appropriate than “Saga”!!
Whilst very many people were involved one hero is undoubtedly Wally Kahn who pursued
the goal with great enthusiasm and determination for not far short of 50 years until success
was finally achieved in 1999. Pat Garnett was another who made a huge contribution as the
legal advisor to various LGS committees. You’ll find a very detailed account of all that
happened in Wally’s book “A Glider Pilot Bold”. Below I will look to summarise the key
events.


From the start in August 1951 having a security of tenure of just a month posed a
huge barrier to improving the airfield through investment in any new infrastructure. All
the money spent and effort exerted would just be lost if the Surrey GC were kicked
out of Lasham at short notice. Accordingly from the earliest days of Lasham
occupation attempts were made to get a long term lease granted by the Air Ministry.
Ann Welch, Hugo Trotter, Philip Wills, and Wally Kahn were all involved but to no
avail, the Ministry refusing a lease on the grounds of possible future defence
requirements.



May 1957 and in the House of Commons during parliamentary questions Airey
Neave stated on behalf of the government that a lease was going to be offered to the
Surrey GC by the Air Ministry for “quite a substantial period”. This so-called offer of a
lease was cancelled in September.
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In October 1957 the Air Ministry asked all the other Ministries whether they could
make use of Lasham but there were no takers. They therefore had no option but to
offer it back to the original owner, Major Jervoise, in accordance with the then
legislation governing lands compulsorily purchased during the war – the “Crichel
Down rules”. This was seemingly very good news as Major Jervoise, if he regained
the freehold, was more than happy to grant a 21 year lease to the Surrey GC. It didn’t
happen though as the price asked by the Air Ministry was seen as far too high. Sadly
Major Jervoise died in May 1959 without being able to agree the purchase. Another
question in the House revealed that the Ministry were seeking to obtain permission to
sell the airfield for commercial use, which would have hugely increased its sale value.
So much lobbying of local councillors followed with the happy result that the Ministry
application was refused. Imagine what would have happened if it had been granted!



November 1960 and the Air Ministry finally agreed to sell the freehold for all of
Lasham airfield to the LGS for £70,000, though with a deadline of just one month to
raise the funds (I have to say the “one month” seems very, very unreasonable!).
Again valuation proved an insurmountable hurdle. Wally Kahn immediately launched
the Lasham Appeal Fund which quickly raised £17,000, the ICFC (Industrial and
Commercial Finance Corporation) were also prepared to give a mortgage of 50%, but
as their valuation of the airfield’s value was only £50,000 yet again everything fell
through.



Early 1961 and David Carrow became the new chairman of the Lasham Gliding
Society and brought a new approach. Through his efforts and those of Wally Kahn
and Philip Wills a breakthrough was finally made after very many meetings with
Ministry officials at which countless objections and obstacles were raised, some of
them quite bizarre. A 21 year lease with an option to renew, and also an option over
the freehold, was agreed in September 1961. However, finalising the deal took many
more meetings, often frustrating, to reach agreement. Also signing was much
delayed whilst the under-lease between LGS and Dan Air was negotiated. This
proved difficult as in the words of Pat Garnett “Fred Newman, Davies & Newman
chairman, was a very tough cookie indeed!” The key difficulty was agreeing the
maximum number of commercial take offs and landings per week, and in the end
LGS had to concede rather more than they liked so as to get the overall airfield lease
across the finishing line. Interestingly Pat believes the maximum number of
movements per week allowed to ATC today hasn’t changed since the 1962
figure.The lease, back dated to September 1961, was finally signed by Julian Amery,
the Minister of Aviation, on the 15th November 1962. Note it did not include the land
used by RAE. Obtaining the 1961 lease was undoubtedly the major breakthrough
that eventually led to the freehold purchase of the airfield, though this was to lie many
years ahead.



Come 1982 and the option to renew for a further 21 years was taken up. Negotiations
were handled by David Carrow, Wally Kahn, Pat Garnett, and Mike Gee with the
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considerable assistance of the LGS professional advisor and surveyor, a Mr Luard.
Again efforts were made to persuade the Ministry that retaining the airfield under
public ownership for “future defence purposes” was unrealistic, and therefore it
should be sold to the LGS. The Ministry though stood their ground and would not
budge. Note the lease extension excluded the Dan Air area where they became
direct tenants of the Ministry.


1982 and Wally Kahn formed the Lasham Trust to raise money for deserving airfield
projects, the original focus clearly being airfield purchase.



1983 and the then LGS committee created the LGS Special Reserve Fund again with
the primary focus being on airfield purchase.



In 1991 a much longer lease of 49 years plus a 7 year extension was agreed for a
capital payment of £180,000 at no rent, this was for 284 acres of the total 504 that
constituted the Lasham site. The lease was signed on the 5th August 1992 and
backdated to the 1st January 1989 and therefore with the extension ran to 2045.
£101,000 came from the Lasham Trust and the remainder from the Special Reserve
Fund.



Further attempts to persuade the Ministry of Defence, now the owners, to sell the
airfield continued to be rebuffed. The key reason cited by the Ministry was that the
Farnborough Radio Department outstation at Lasham was of “vital national
importance” and that consequently no part of the Lasham freehold was for sale. The
key functions that the RAE operation were said to be performing were a.) Weather
pictures and data for the Met Office at Bracknell b.) Rescue Co-ordination for the
National centres at Pitreavy Castle, Fife, and Plymouth c.) Secret intelligence.
There’s no doubt that very important satellite data was being captured but whether
this included “secret intelligence” can’t be confirmed.



Finally meaningful progress. Through the contacts of his friend the local MP, Sir
David Mitchell, Wally Kahn managed to arrange a meeting with James Arbuthnot, the
Minister for Defence Procurement, in the autumn of 1997, a number of civil servants
also attended. Wally Kahn, Paul Davis (then LGS vice chairman), and Pat Garnett
represented Lasham. Wally argued the majority of the LGS case to which the
Minister was sympathetic but non-committal. However, just 3 weeks later advice was
received that the satellite operation would be moving to Scotland, and, “Yes”, the
Ministry were now prepared to sell the airfield! So in late 1997 negotiations began led
by Patrick Naegeli as LGS chairman with Pat Garnett acting as legal advisor, Wally
Kahn had some involvement but only in the initial stages.



Note because of the terms of the existing lease the freehold of the airfield had to be
first offered to the LGS. Note also the whole site of 504 acres was on offer which
included the RAE area, the ATC maintenance base, and also the area to the north of
the Avenue. There was a nasty scare when it was discovered that ATC under Nick
Cooke also had a definite interest in buying the airfield. A competitive auction was
the very last thing the LGS wanted! However, in the event the ATC interest thankfully
fizzled out. Come the autumn of 1998 and at a meeting between the LGS and the
Ministry of Defence Estate Management people, plus their legal advisors, agreement
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was finally reached! The meeting had been yet again difficult but during a coffee
break agreement was reached by Patrick Naegeli and the head of DERA talking
privately, which was then presented as a “fait accompli” when the meeting
reconvened! The price was £1,356,000. There were still quite a number of loose
strands for Patrick Naegeli and his team to nail down. The 46 acres to the north of
the Avenue were sold back to the Jervoise family thereby reuniting it with their
Herriard Estate. The existing ATC lease with the Ministry wasn’t due to expire until
June 2002 though LGS gave assurances that they were entirely happy to agree a
new lease with ATC – which was eventually signed in 2003. DERA were given a
short lease at a peppercorn rent allowing them to continue until their departure.
Severe VAT problems unexpectedly arose but these were resolved after a great deal
of work by the late Mike Gee of LGS. The contract with the Ministry was finally signed
in London on the 23rd December 1998 by Patrick Naegeli and Ross Stuart on behalf
of the Lasham Gliding Society.


10% (£135,600) of the £1,356k was paid on exchange of contracts. The purchase
was completed on the 15th March 1999 when a further £764,400 was paid so bringing
to an end a saga that had played out over almost 50 years. Of this £300k was
provided by the Lasham Trust with the rest coming from the LGS special reserve
fund. That left 3 instalments of £130k which were paid on the 15th March
2000/2001/2002 with a final payment of £66k made on the 2nd June 2002. Note all of
these payments were made out of Lasham funds, there was no need to borrow any
money to meet the obligations. A 15 year “Claw Back” condition demanded by the
Ministry meant that any commercial development on available land around the
airfield would be difficult as the Ministry retained the right to “claw back” 50% of any
increase in value arising from planning consent. “Claw Back” ended in March 2014
so the Lasham Gliding Society is now the undisputed master of its airfield!
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NOTABLE TENANTS OF LASHAM AIRFIELD OVER THE YEARS

DAN AIR ENGINEERING
Dan Air Engineering started servicing the airline’s aircraft in 1955 using the western T2
hangar. The name “DAN” is an abbreviation of Davies and Newman, a ship broking
company that branched out into aviation when it purchased a DC3 Dakota in 1953. In 1954 it
acquired 3 Avro Yorks, eventually to be 5, and at the end of its operational life in April 1964
one of these was used as a bunkhouse by the Air Scouts through to 1974. Today this
aircraft, G-ANTK, is on display at the Imperial War Museum, Duxford.

(York, G-ANTI, believed taken at Lasham, not the one now at Duxford which is G-ANTK)
The author first came to Lasham in October 1965 and well remembers a couple of Bristol
Freighters parked out on the pans though I never saw them fly. What was unusual at the
time, and did fly in and out of Lasham, were Airspeed Ambassadors. Dan Air were the last
airline to operate Ambassadors, at one time they owned 11 (10 in Dan Air colours). The
Ambassador fleet was all retired as of 1971 and 9 of them were scrapped at Lasham, the
last in 1972. One, however, survives, G-ALZO, and like the Dan Air York is on display at the
Imperial War Museum, Duxford.
The aircraft that is most associated with Dan Air is the De Havilland Comet. They bought
their first two Comet 4s from BOAC in 1966. Eventually they came to own 49 Comet 4s
though a few of these were purchased for spares. Just as with the earlier York and
Ambassador Dan Air were the last commercial airline to fly Comets, the last one was retired
in 1980. The rising cost of aviation fuel and the “thirstiness” of the Comet’s engines was the
key reason for their retirement and they were replaced by the much more economical BAC
111 and Boeing 727.
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(Comet 4c G-BDIU at Lasham, just after having been purchased from the RAF – XR 396,
216 Squadron)
The era of the Comets marked the most successful period for Dan Air as an airline. Come
the early 1990s and they were falling into financial difficulties as a consequence of the
recession and the Gulf war severely impacting passenger numbers. Because of this it was
decided to sell off the MRO (Maintenance, Repair, and Overhauls) operation at Lasham and
it was sold to FLS Aerospace on the 28th February 1991, FLS now taking over the servicing
of the Dan Air aircraft using Lasham as their maintenance base. British Airways took over
the failing Dan Air in 1992 which meant that FLS lost the maintenance contracts. As of
November 1994 the engineering business was sold to ATC (Lasham) Ltd who were already
a major Boeing MRO. ATC are still there to this day as a thriving business, the largest
independent MRO in the UK, and a “Mecca” for aircraft spotters!
For those interested in reading more on the history of Dan Air and Dan Air Engineering I can
do no better than flag one of the very best historical websites I have ever seen!
http://www.danairremembered.com/history.html

RAE (Royal Aircraft Establishment)
Starting as RAE they ran an operation on the south side of Lasham airfield for many years
which commenced in 1957. The use of Lasham began with the RAE Farnborough radio
department who chose the site to monitor the Russian Sputnik 1 transmissions (October
1957) as the airfield was seen to be very suitable given it had the desirable low background
electronic radiation levels. The site continued to be used until 200x and during this time the
south side of the airfield perimeter track was blocked off by security gates to prevent anyone
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other than the employees going there, at least by road. The author well remembers taking a
walk when the site was finally vacated to have a look at what it had all been about! Over the
years it had been used for a number of purposes:


During the 1970s there was an antenna test site. The antennas were raised from a
borehole via an approximately 60 foot GRP pole which was known as “the pole in the
hole”. Beneath the borehole was an underground laboratory and it’s almost certainly
there to this very day! - albeit the access to it has long disappeared.



RAE made use of the south T2 hangar (today part of Black Hangar Studios). Very
few knew that there was a Meteor IV EE 531 gathering dust in there for many years.
There’s no record of it ever flying from Lasham though it must have flown in, probably
in the late 1950s. It’s actually the second oldest surviving Meteor having been built in
1946, and was acquired by the Midland Air Museum at Baginton in 1973 where it is
now on display.

(Meteor EE531 at Lasham in 1973 shortly before being dismantled and taken away)


There was a building constructed of cedar near to the present Black Hangar Studios
site that was used to measure the magnetic properties of satellites – this had been
moved from Farnborough.



The main usage of the Lasham site became that of a satellite reception station
monitoring data from weather satellites and signals from search and rescue beacons.
There was a large white radome, no longer there, near to the primary control tower
(which was demolished in 2003), that acted as a marvellous beacon showing exactly
where Lasham airfield was from the air, a welcome sight especially when returning
from the north on a gliding cross country.



Note RAE became DRA (Defence Research Agency) and then DERA (Defence
Evaluation and Research Agency) before DERA sold off the Lasham operation to the
public company QinetiQ in 2000. DERA had already vacated the site in early 1999.



Very difficult to find pictures of RAE Lasham which isn’t that surprising given that the
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site was a “partially classified” one.

(The circle where the radome stood can be seen in front of the still standing control tower)
SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES
The older members at Lasham will recall Ken Fripp (picture below) as a master craftsman
and an absolute gentleman. He founded the Southdown Aero Services company in 1956
and moved to Lasham in August 1959 to operate a glider maintenance and repair facility.
The company still occupy the same site today though they’re no longer involved in gliding.
For very many years the business was run by Ken and his son Mike Fripp, and countless
Lasham glider owners have cause to be grateful for their diligence and very high standard of
workmanship.
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(Sailplane & Gliding, June 1960)
STARAVIA
Lasham has always been a favourite with aircraft spotters. Starting with the Dan Air
maintenance facility back in 1955 through to ATC (Lasham) Ltd of today, and in between
Staravia and in much more recent times SWWAPS. For the majority of the Lasham
members of today the name “Staravia” won’t mean anything. However, if you do a Google
on “Staravia Lasham” you’ll be quite surprised at what comes up.
Sometime in the early 1960s (1963 possibly) Staravia set up an aircraft scrapping facility in
and around the T2 hangar to the north of “The Avenue”. The author well remembers
wandering around the absolute mass of aircraft lying around outside and taking pictures, a
few had bullet holes in them! Some of the aircraft I made a note of at the time were Sea
Hawks, Sea Venoms, RCAF Sabres, Hunters, Meteors, a Vampire, and even a Canberra.

(Ex RCAF Sabres. Picture taken at Staravia, Lasham, May 1964)
I’m not sure when the site was finally cleared, sometime in the 1970s I think (Can anyone
advise?). However, the T2 hangar has long been demolished and there’s nothing
whatsoever remaining today to indicate that this was once a gigantic aircraft scrapyard!

THE AIR SCOUTS
Exactly when the Air Scouts started to use the airfield is uncertain, but there’s an article in
the October 1958 edition of S&G covering an Air Cadets course that had been recently run
at Lasham. This was using a T21, and almost certainly this would have been “Daisy” the
venerable T21 that the Surrey GC had first flown at Redhill in 1949. “Daisy” was purchased
by the Air Scouts in 1960. June of 1963 and the LGS agree a lease with the Air Scouts for
12 acres of land on the NW side of the airfield, this to be used to create a dedicated air
activities centre. October of 1963 and the Dan Air Avro York, G-ANTK, is moved across to
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the site to serve as a bunkhouse for the cadets.

(The Air Scouts bunkhouse! Note this was probably taken in the spring/summer of 1964 as
there’s no permanent clubhouse building evident behind the York, just a large caravan)
The York, which is now at the Imperial War Museum, Duxford, was replaced by a Comet 4
(G-APDK) in 1973. Laurie Bittlestone ran the Lasham Air Scouts operation for several years
followed by Terry Jones. Due to increased flying activity at Lasham, both gliding and Dan Air
commercial traffic, the Air Scouts ceased flying in 1978. The centre was finally closed on the
21st March 1980.
It’s an interesting point as to when the permanent clubhouse was built which for many years
has been the headquarters of the Lasham Vintage Gliding group. I would think it has to be
1964 as when the author first arrived at Lasham in October of 1965 I’m certain it was there
then. Tragedy in 1970 when “Daisy” collided with a K8 on the 23rd May just to the NE of the
airfield. The T21 crashed and was completely written off, the instructor being killed and the
air scout pupil only surviving because Stan Javett of the Surrey and Hants GC was on hand
– Stan was an extrovert South African who at the time was a senior surgeon at St Georges
Hospital, Hyde Park Corner. It was so very nearly a double fatality as Ken Fripp showed me
the K8 fuselage afterwards in his workshop. The T21 wing had hit into the skid of the K8
from below at about 1200 feet altitude and forced the metal tubing structure up such that it
was just a 1/16th of an inch from the activating tube that controlled both the elevator and the
ailerons. I actually witnessed the accident and I remember the lady pilot who thankfully
managed to land successfully, albeit very much in shock. Sadly I don’t think she ever flew a
glider again. “Daisy” below flying at Lasham.
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(Comet G-APDK at the Air Scouts. Scrapped at Lasham in 1980)
SWWAPS
“SWWAPS” stands for “Second World War Aircraft Preservation Society” which was founded
by Bob Coles and started at Lasham I believe in 1979 paying what was a “peppercorn” rent
to the LGS. They built up an interesting collection of aircraft plus some helicopters, all kept in
the open on the NE side of the airfield. However, most definitely NONE were of WWII origin!
The centre was open on Sundays + Bank Holidays and attracted a good number of aviation
enthusiast visitors. There’s a fair amount to be found on the web, here’s some of the sites
where you’ll find more information and good photos of the SWWAPS collection:
http://www.airshowspresent.com/second-world-war-aircraft-preservation-society.html
http://www.derelictplaces.co.uk/main/showthread.php?t=15155#.VPg1xJpybIU
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(Meteor F8 WH291 at SWWAPS)
Bob Coles died in January 2009 and the museum closed to visitors in October of that year
as they were no longer able to pay the required public liability insurance, the aircraft being
gradually sold off to other museums and aviation organisations – the very rare Drover initially
moved to High Wycombe but is now at St Athan being looked after by the South Wales
Aviation Group. The ex Luftwaffe Starfighter F104G (22+35) is now on display at the Cold
War Jet Aircraft Museum at Bruntingthorpe. All of the exhibits had left the SWWAPS site by
early 2011. Whilst it was sad to see the end of SWWAPS most enthusiasts agree it was
definitely for the best, as at Lasham all of the aircraft were slowly but surely deteriorating in
condition.
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Most will agree that the most interesting aircraft was the De Havilland Drover II, one of only
two ever built for use by the Australian flying doctor service.

( De Havilland Drover II, G-APXX, at SWWAPS)

THE VINTAGE GLIDER CLUB
The Vintage Glider Club was originally formed at a rally organised by Chris Wills, son of
Philip, at Husbands Bosworth, 26th May to 3rd June 1973. Today there’s a thriving vintage
glider group at Lasham and their clubhouse is the old Air Scouts hut. A little bit of history.
The Air Scouts vacated their clubhouse in 1980 and it was taken over by the Imperial
College GC. However, ICGC failed to maintain it plus the surrounding grounds were allowed
to become overgrown. Accordingly they were told to vacate by the LGS. In August 1986
Lasham hosted the 14th International VGC rally which was a very successful event. The LGS
committee were impressed by how the Lasham vintage group had organised things,
including making good use of the old Air Scouts clubhouse. The offer was subsequently
made by the LGS to the national VGC committee that the former Air Scouts facility should
become the National VGC Centre, however, this in the end didn’t happen. Forward 4 years
to1990 and the 12 acre site + facilities was offered to the Lasham vintage group which they
accepted, and they are happily in residence to this very day! Note a great deal of
improvements and maintenance have been done over the years to realise the VGC
clubhouse and glider workshop in the shape they are in today. All of this work has been
carried out voluntarily by the VGC members at no cost to the LGS, a typical example being
the VGC workshop. This in fact was a large extension to a small existing building that in the
war had been a pumping station for fuel. To this day there’s a very large underground tank
indeed right under the workshop! The materials for the extension were largely paid for by a
donation of £800 from Tessa Davies in memory of her husband Peter, a long standing
Lasham member and vintage enthusiast.
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(Winter of 1990 and work underway to construct the base of the VGC workshop –
Left to right Mark Wills, the late Keith Green, Ray Whittaker, Jane Ballard, Ian Smith, and
with his back to the camera Richard Moyse. Today 25 years later Mark, Ray, and Richard
are all still very active members of the Lasham vintage group.)
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(VGC clubhouse at Lasham, originally the Air Scouts headquarters. Photo Paul Haliday)
ATC (LASHAM) LTD
November 1994 and ATC bought the aircraft maintenance base on the west side of the
airfield from FLS Aerospace who themselves had bought it from the failing Dan Air in
February 1991. ATC is an acronym that translates as “Aviation Tool Corporation” which had
been formed many years previously in Hounslow. Initially ATC leased the site from the
Ministry of Defence but when the Lasham Gliding Society finally succeeded in purchasing
the airfield in 1999 a new lease was negotiated with LGS as the landlord which was signed
in 2003 – note the existing ATC lease with the Ministry didn’t expire until 24th June 2002.
Over 20 years later they continue to operate very successfully as a major Boeing MRO
(Maintenance, Repairs, and Overhauls) organisation. The great majority of the jets these
days are not surprisingly Boeings, but the occasional Airbus appears – ATC also have a
MRO at Southend airport which specialises in Airbuses. Besides normal MRO work the ATC
facility is also used for the storage of jets of failed airlines and where leases have expired,
this because the ground costs are a great deal cheaper than what they would be at a major
airport. Accordingly more often than not there’s a very large number of jets sitting outside the
cluster of maintenance hangars, very recently the author counted 31, and this serves as a
“honey pot” in attracting aircraft spotters to Lasham airfield! Note the East West Lasham
main runway is not strong enough to take wide bodied “heavies” such as Boeing 747s or
Airbus 340s. A very occasional Boeing 767 has made an appearance, but the staple diet
today is Boeing 727, 737, and 757 aircraft. Back in the days of Dan Air a few Boeing 707s
were seen with the “piece de resistance” the frequent appearance of a VC10 owned by the
Sultan of Oman.

(A typical ATC scene. The road at the bottom of the picture is the peritrack running from the
Lasham village entrance gate at the SW of the airfield across to the W end of the main
runway.)
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(Ex a “Mail Online” article of the 10th November 2008)
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1083888/Pictured-The-graveyard-credit-crunchedbudget-airlines-send-unwanted-passenger-jets.html
As already stated not surprisingly ATC has long attracted aircraft spotters like a magnet!
Almost the norm at weekends these days to see groups of them on the other side of the
security barriers either at the Lasham village entrance else that next to the VGC site with
their cameras and binoculars.
BLACK HANGAR STUDIOS
The one remaining wartime T2 hangar at Lasham, still pretty well in its original form, is now
used by Black Hangar Studios as a studio facility for making films in competition with
Pinewood and Shepperton. It was officially opened in May 2012 though it had already been
used in the production of “Salmon fishing in the Yemen” and the Indian sci-fi movie “Ra
One”. More recently they’ve been involved in a documentary covering the amazing ditching
of an US Airways Airbus A320 in the Hudson river opposite mid-town Manhatton, New York,
on the 15th January 2009, where all 155 passengers and crew incredibly survived.
Further details on the company can be found via: http://www.blackhangarstudios.com/
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(Black Hangar Studios. The T2 hangar can be seen behind the office building. Photo Paul
Haliday)
THE GLIDING HERITAGE CENTRE
Chris Wills, the founder of the Vintage Gliding Club in 1973, sadly died on the 4th May 2011.
Son of the 1952 World Champion, he was absolutely passionate about vintage gliders and
their preservation. He strongly felt that if at all possible they should be housed rigged in a
hangar and fly so everyone could see them in their natural element, rather than just being
static exhibits. Starting in the early 2000s he’d become quite a regular weekend visitor to
Lasham to talk to and enjoy the company of the VGC group. On his death we were amazed
to find he’d left us a bequest of £100,000 to build a hangar to house Lasham vintage gliders.
After a good deal of discussion a grander vision emerged, namely a Gliding Heritage Centre
which could be visited by members of the public. Wally Kahn suggested that besides the
hangar we should also look ahead to have a Museum building constructed, this with a view
to the centre eventually becoming the British National Gliding Museum. There is progress to
report on the Museum building front in that at the end of February 2015 a bid for financial
assistance has been submitted to the Heritage Lottery Fund, we should know the outcome in
mid June 2015. The eventual cost of building the hangar was approximately £127,000 so
more funds were needed, and this is where Wally stepped in to act as the main fund raiser
for the GHC. Quite a bit more than £27k was raised and the balance is held in reserve to
assist the Museum building project.
The GHC became a registered charity and after considerable negotiations a 25 year lease
for the LGS owned land was signed in February 2013. This was the starting gun for the
hangar construction, if at all possible we wanted to formally open the “Chris Wills Memorial
Hangar” during the 41st International VGC Rally to be held at Lasham in early August,
though we knew it would likely be very tight.
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Here’s some steps along the way, most of the foundation work was carried out by members,
often in somewhat unpleasant weather conditions! A tremendous effort which saved an
enormous amount of money should it have been done professionally.
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(The opening ceremony of the GHC hangar on the 4th August 2013, the first Sunday of the
41st International VGC rally. Tony Newbery, the GHC chairman, at the microphone. To his
right the 2 grandsons of Samuel Cody, the first to fly a powered airplane in Britain in 1908 at
Farnborough, who cut the ribbon thereby officially opening the hangar. Photo Paul Haliday)

(GHC hangar from the air. Photo Paul Haliday)
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(Inside the GHC hangar. Photo Paul Haliday)
As to the sources for this document my main ones have been:


The gliding magazines made available by the Lakes Gliding Club via their website –
http://www.lakesgc.co.uk/ - <Archive><Old Gliding Mags>. I think it’s right that I
should emphasise that without access to the Lakes GC archives writing this
document would have been completely impossible! The same applies to 8 out of 9 of
the other “Guides” I’ve written to-date. So a short word to advise readers how these
archives came about out is I think appropriate. Everything is owed to Wally Kahn of
Lasham and the much missed Peter Redshaw of the Lakes GC. Wally allowed his
complete book collection to be scanned plus those magazines which were missing
from the set owned by the Lakes GC. Peter started scanning the magazines (all 724
of them!) in January 2005. The books were scanned commercially after £11,000 had
been raised for the purpose. A truly amazing accomplishment, and one of
incalculable value to all gliding historians.



Many, many hours of trawling the internet. It’s truly amazing what’s out there!
Normally conventional searches get you the information, but every now and then you
stumble by accident across a real gem!
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Especial thanks to Pat Garnett and also to Patrick Naegeli for giving much valuable
advice on the background information together with the details of the complex series
of negotiations that form the story of the very long running battle, an “Odyssey” in
reality, between the Lasham Gliding Society and various Government Ministries in
the multi-year struggle to gain agreement for the LGS purchasing the freehold of its
airfield.

As always if you have new and interesting information and/or photos, else you believe there
are mistakes, please contact the author at FGBradney@outlook.com. I’m particularly keen to
get more good quality images for the final “Appendix” part of this document, which will of
course be attributed.
Glyn Bradney, 28th April 2015
APPENDIX – SOME FURTHER PICTURES

(Wally Kahn, a picture taken at the 1961 Nationals held at Lasham. Wally died on the 15th
March 2015 a little short of his 90th birthday. A member of the Surrey GC from its Redhill
days he had a huge impact on the development of Lasham as a major gliding centre, and
indeed on that of the whole British gliding movement. Wally was a man of great
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determination and drive, though he could also easily be controversial and argumentative,
especially if you didn’t agree with his view on a particular issue! That said he was a truly
major figure, many would argue THE major figure, in the epic pursuit of the LGS purchasing
Lasham airfield from the government.)

(In much more recent times Wally and Derek Piggott outside the Lasham clubhouse. Photo
courtesy of Paul Haliday.)
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(Brenda Horsfield with Terry Thomas in a T21 at Lasham. Exact date unknown, but almost
certainly taken in 1957. Brenda died on the 25th November 2014 aged 88. She was the
longest serving member of the LGS having started gliding at the Surrey GC in 1947 at
Redhill, and then Lasham from August 1951.)

(Lasham airfield and from its empty state, yet still good condition of the pans, I’m pretty sure
this was taken either in 1949 or 1950. Note 3 of the 4 T2 hangars. Top is the one used by
the Dan Air Engineering facility starting 1955, middle the main LGS hangar, and the bottom
to the N of the Avenue road running E-W what became known as the “Staravia” hangar.)

(Lasham during the 1963 Nationals looking to the West. The LGS clubhouse of today has
still not been built but you can clearly see the main T2 hangar, and just to the North of this
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the Southdown Aero Services premises.)

(The original WW2 Lasham airfield control tower, now demolished. It was on the southern
side of the airfield. To the right of the windsock you can just see the Dan Air operation)

(21st September 1963 and Lasham’s first T49 Capstan “Red Barrel” is “christened” by Sir
Bryan Bonsor, chairman of the Watney brewery in Alton)
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(Recognise this? Yes, well all Lasham members will do so. Just to the west of the main T2
hangar it was the tug hangar for very many years, and then Gordon MacDonald’s workshop.
However, very few members I suspect will know it started its existence as the Surrey GC
hangar back in (I think) 1958.)

(“Min” the T21 built by the boys of Leighton Park School under the guidance of John
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Simpson. The photo, courtesy of John’s son, Colin {a leading member of the Lasham VGC
group today}, is thought to have been taken in late 1958 as a.) The competition number “79”
is not on the tail at this time b.) The beech trees along the Avenue have clearly lost their
leaves c.) The Southdown Aero Services premises is still a Nissen hut. In the left hand seat
John Simpson, in the right Leigh Hood who was to go on to become a very successful
comps pilot – he won the 1972 Lasham Regionals and was subsequently highly placed in a
number of Nationals).

[28/4/2015]
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